
School Environment & Culture of Support 
 

1. What are the school hours like? 
 
Students are to report to school by 7.25 am. Lessons end at 2.50 pm or earlier for Sec 1                   
students. 
 

2. How is the level of discipline in the school? 
 
We have rules and regulations, in addition to Character and Citizenship Education, to             
instill good behaviour and character among the students as we believe that values are              
the key driver of actions. The teachers ensure that the school is a safe space for learning                 
using a restorative approach. A specialised team of teachers and key personnel also             
look into the well-being of individual students who are in need and the root causes of                
them not performing. 
 

3. How will the Covid pandemic affect the outdoor activities for the students next year? 
 
We strictly follow the prevailing guidelines from MOE. As of now, we are allowed to               
conduct outdoor activities with adherence to Safe Management Measures (SMM).          
Hopefully, we can continue to do more in 2021! 
 

4. What is the communication platform between the teachers and parents? 
 
The communication platforms in NV are through the termly letters, the Parent Gateway             
and emails. Parents may contact the school directly if there are any queries.  
 

5. Will the school implement cashless payment in the canteen since it should be safer in               
the Covid19 pandemic? 
 
We have not embarked on the cashless payment in the canteen.  
 

6. How much involvement is for Parent Volunteering next year? 
 
Parents’ involvement in NV Parent Partnership depends on one's availability. Based on            
past experience, NVPP has 2 activities per term on average. All activities take place              
during school hours except for Arts Night (evening) and Breakfast Date with School             
Leaders (Saturday morning). Parents who are interested will be invited. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Direct School Admission 
 

7. How will the application for Direct School Admission (DSA) be done next year? 
 
Virtual interviews were conducted earlier this year via zoom for the DSA applicants. We              
also worked with the teachers in Primary Schools to ensure that the applicants were              
assessed fairly and accurately. The application process will be adjusted based on the             
changes in prevailing national guidelines, if any. 
 

8. How was virtual trial conducted for Direct School Admission (DSA) application?  
 
This year, we conducted selection trials where the students perform the sports drills             
online via Zoom. For example, for athletics, the students performed running drills and             
were interviewed online. 
 

9. Are DSA students allowed to change their CCA at the end of Sec 1? 
 
DSA students are not allowed to change their CCA. They have to commit to their CCA in                 
their 4/5 years in school. 
 

10. My child was not selected for DSA earlier this year. Can we apply for the school again? 
 
Yes, students can still apply to join NV via Sec 1 Posting Process even if his/her DSA                 
application was unsuccessful. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Co-Curricular Activities 
 

11. Will there be a trial period for the students to experience the CCA before selecting one? 
 
There is a CCA carnival for all Sec 1 students to find out more about the CCAs in NV.                   
Sec 1 students will be given 2-3 weeks to try out different CCA experiences and to                
attend selection trials, before they make their selection.  
 
CCAs conduct selection trials if there is an overwhelming response. Based on past             
experiences, the CCAs that require selection trials are Modern Dance, Basketball,           
Netball, Football, ODAC and Infocomm Club. 
 

12. Are all the sports cca open to both girls and boys? 
 
All CCAs are open to both boys and girls except for Football (boys only) and Netball                
(girls only). 

 
13. How many CCA can a student have? 

 
Every student is required to take part in one CCA. Some students who can cope better                
are given the opportunity to take up one additional CCA. 

 
14. On which day do CCAs take place? 

 
CCAs take place on different days throughout the weekdays (except for Thursdays).            
Uniformed Groups have training mainly on Fridays. Additional days of training may be             
required if students are involved in competitions. CCAs generally start after 3pm and end              
before 6.30pm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Affective Curriculum 
 

15. Will all the students get a chance to go overseas with the school? 
 
Every student in NV has a chance to attend an overseas learning journey. 
 

16. Are Applied Learning Programme (ALP) and Learning for Life Programme (LLP) offered            
to all students or only selected students? 
 
ALP and LLP will be offered to all students at Sec 1 and Sec 2. For the Upper Sec                   
students, they can choose to further their interest in these areas by taking part in the Tier                 
2 programmes which may include Seminars/Conferences, Competitions or Elective         
Modules. 

 
17. Will there be an orientation programme for Sec 1 students in 2021? 

 
Yes, however there will be no overnight camp. The orientation programme aims to             
introduce to the students the culture of the school as well as to help them build                
connections and rapport with their new friends and Form Teacher(s). 

 
18. What are the leadership opportunities available in NV? 

 
NV offers a tiered approach to develop leadership skills and competencies in all students              
starting in Sec 1. Students can look forward to opportunities to apply their knowledge              
through leading school-wide activities as well as partnership with external organisations.           
Students have the platform to also showcase their strengths and even nominate            
themselves for various leadership roles.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Academic Curriculum 
 

19. Is there Full Subject Based Banding in the school? 
 
While NV is not a Full SBB pilot school, we progressively adopt aspects of Full SBB over                 
the years. From 2024 onwards, Sec 1 students will be able to study subjects at three                
levels, G1/G2/G3. Express, N(A) and N(T) labels will be removed. 
 

20. What are the subjects available for SBB and how are the students selected for the               
different subjects?  
 
We offer Subject Based Banding (SBB) for English, Chinese, Malay, Math and Science             
for Sec 1 students. Eligibility is based on PSLE grades for the specific subject. 
 

21. Will my child be able to take Higher Chinese in this school? 
 
Yes. Students will be given the chance to take Higher Chinese should they meet the               
minimum requirement stated in the school-based assessment. 
 

22. Will there be lessons in which students from Express and Normal stream take together? 
 
The students may have combined lessons with those who are taking out-of-stream            
subjects. For example, a student from Normal stream may join a class in Express stream               
for Express English or Mother Tongue Language. 
 

23. What are the subjects offered to Secondary 3 students? 
 
For the Express stream, all 3 Pure Sciences (Physics, Chemistry, Biology) are offered.             
We also offer all 3 Pure Humanities (Geography, History, English Literature). For            
electives, we offer Design & Technology, Food & Nutrition, Art, Exercise & Sports             
Science (ESS). Principles of Accounts is not offered. We also have students who have              
registered for O-Level Music but lessons are held at external centres. 
 

24. For students who are taking Pure Chemistry and Pure Physics at Sec 3, what other               
subjects do they have to take? 
 
The subject combination may change but in 2021, the Sec 3 students taking Pure              
Physics and Pure Chemistry are also offered Additional Math, Humanities (Combined)           
and History OR Literature. Some students have the option to take Pure Biology too. 
 
 

25. Is the subject Element of Business Skill (EBS) a compulsory subject for all students? 
 
EBS is a subject that is only offered to the students in Normal (Technical) stream. 



 
26. Is the subject Additional Math a compulsory subject for all students? 

 
A Math is only offered as an elective subject to students who are keen on pursuing a                 
higher level of Mathematics and are able to meet the academic demands. 
 

27. What is the requirement for students to take the subject Exercise and Sports Science              
(ESS)? 
A trial will be conducted to ensure that the students are able to cope with the rigour and                  
demand of the subject. Students from Express and Normal (Academic) who pass the             
trial are eligible to take the subject. 
 

28. For Sec 4 NA students who continue in Sec 5, how does NV help them bridge the                 
learning gap between Sec 4NA & 5NA? 
 
Our school philosophy is ‘Everyone Matters’. Students are generally supported through           
appropriately paced curriculum design to build a strong foundation in 4NA and are             
guided to leverage on their strengths to excel in 5NA. Teachers are also competent in               
customising their lessons as well as providing small group consultations to fulfill the             
different learning needs of students. 4NA students in NV benefit in taking fewer subjects              
should they choose to return for 5NA by taking out-of-stream O-Level subjects in Sec 4.  
 

29. Has the ALP changed from Investigative Science in Health & Sports (Health Science &              
Health Care Technology) to Farm to Table? 

 
We will be embarking on farm to table as our ALP focus in 2021. The school sees the                  
value in engaging the students with hands-on activities and getting students to see value              
in growing something on their own and bringing it home to consume it with their families.                
We have started the pilot programme this year with a group of students to bring home                
the vegetables that they have grown. 

 
Our initial ALP is investigative science. Next year, we will place more focus on the               
investigative part of ALP and going beyond just health and food science. We hope to               
help students draw connections between various subjects in the curriculum through ALP            
such as Science, FCE, PE, D&T, Mathematics and Social Studies.  

 
30. I believe the children sharing are the exceptionally well kids in the school. How does NV                

help children with needs to adapt and still experience holistic learning in NV. 
 

There is a specialised team to take care of the students. We also have an AED LBS who                  
looks into the learning needs of the students and counsellors who will be aiding them in                
self- management in their learning in school.  
 
 



31. What support systems do you have to ensure that the child transitions well into Sec1? 
 
NV believes the partnership with home is a crucial support that will ensure the child               
transits well into Sec 1. The communication plan with parents will be open especially on               
the school’s plan, for example through the online school calendar, term letter to parent,              
Parent Gateway and parent-teacher conferences. In addition, there will be several           
platforms for the Form Teachers to get to know the students and understand their              
learning needs and social emotional needs. In ensuring a conducive environment we            
have programmes to meet the students’ needs such as the Growth Mindset at the level               
camp to start the year, introduction to ALP as part of an exciting distinctive programme               
and CCA experience. 
 

32. Besides remedial/supplementary lessons, what other structures does NV have to          
support lower ability students? 

 
Our teachers are aware of how to support lower ability students. There is a strong               
personalised support where we work directly with the student, identify their areas of             
need, be it topical support or in terms of helping them with skills that they might be                 
lacking in. We work with the student personally via small groups or 1-to-1 consultations.  

 
Bridging is also done for some core subjects to ensure that students have foundational              
skills and knowledge required for the syllabus. We have AED LBS who takes note of the                
learning needs of these students to guide them in the classroom to ensure that Teaching               
and Learning continue to take place effectively.  

 
Teachers are well-versed with differentiated instructions (DI) to cater to needs of            
students who require more attention or a different approach, and tailor the lesson to suit               
the learning needs of our students. 

 
33. How many Express Classes in 2021?/ in 2020 , NV has 3 classes for NA. Is there going                  

to be 3 classes again this year?/ What is the ratio of number of Express and NA/NT                 
classes? 
 
In 2020, we have 4 Express classes, 3 Normal Academic classes and 1 Normal              
Technical class. MOE will allocate the students and number of students to us depending              
on the demands.  

 
However, it is important for parents to understand if the needs of the child suit what is                 
offered in NV. In time to come, students will end school late due to subject combination,                
CCAs or coursework. It is important to consider the distance and convenience of the              
school choice so that the child will have ample time to rest at home.  

 
 
 



34. Will NV require students to have a laptop in 2021? 
 

All schools will be onboard the Personalised Digital Learning Programme (PDLP) by the             
end of 2021. More information will be provided by MOE next year. All students will be                
having a Personal Learning Device (PLD). Information will be shared with parents on             
what kind of digital device you will need to get for your child. We will also take into                  
consideration the price and functions of the devices.  

 
35. Will NV accept students with dyslexia? If yes, what kind of support does the school               

offer? 
 

Students will be allocated to our schools by MOE. When the school receives the              
students, we will be managing them according to programmes and their needs once             
they have been identified. We will provide support based on the different needs of              
students. We will also work together with the parents in supporting their child’s learning              
in school and at home.  

 
36. What is the sec 1 orientation program like with the pandemic? 

 
SMM/ safe distancing will be observed, at the same time while allowing students to              
continue learning about the school and get to know their friends and teachers. 
 

37. Will students be allowed to use mobile phones in school?/ How does the school handle               
the usage of handphones in school? Thank you 

 
Currently, our students do not get to use their mobile phones during curriculum time.              
Students are used to the routine of submitting their phones early in the morning for               
safekeeping and retrieving it after curriculum hours.  

 
As schools start to embark on PDLP in the future, students will have their own PLD.                
Learning can be done using their own PLD and they will not require their mobile phones                
to access any required applications or websites for lessons.  

 
38. How is ICT infused into lessons, and how frequent is ICT being utilised in the               

classroom? 
 

ICT as a tool to enhance the teaching and learning. We will not be measuring the use of                  
ICT in terms of the number of minutes or blocks per subject, but rather looking at how we                  
are able to make the learning experience better for the students. For example,             
interacting with educational tools like SLS as a platform to consolidate their learning and              
use online tools available like Zoom, google document to do collaborative work. The             
frequency of the usage of ICT will increase especially when students have their PLD.              
However, students will also learn the importance of cyber wellness and           
self-management skills that is required with the increased usage of devices and ICT.  


